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GUIDE: Spray Bu�ng

PROCEDURE

1. PREPARE EQUIPMENT
Set up ‘Wet Floor’ signs. Move all obstacles such as furniture.

2. DUST MOP FLOOR
Follow the dust mopping procedure.

3. DAMP MOP
Follow the damp mop procedure.

 
 
 4. MACHINE BUFF FLOOR
 Place the �oor machine in position. Spray the �oor with the spray bu�
 solution and spread damp solution across the �oor with the �oor
 machine. Use a side to side motion, be careful to avoid bumping walls
 and furniture. Allow a slight overlapping on each pass. Bu� until the
 haze is gone and the �oor area has a shine. Do not allow �oor pads to
 load up. Turn them over or change them frequently.

 5. DUST MOP AGAIN
 Pick up any dust resulting from bu�ng operation.
 Use a clean, oil free, dustmop.

 6. WHEN FINISHED
 Remove the caution signs. Return furniture and other items cleared from
 the area to their proper positions.

 7. CLEAN UP
 Immediately clean up equipment at the conclusion of the procedure. All �oor pads must be
 thoroughly washed and allowed to dry. All other equipment must be either washed or
 wiped down and stored in the proper location.

PURPOSE:
To maintain clean, shiny, attractive �oors. This procedure removes a thin layer of
dirty �oor �nish, replaces the same amount of �nish, and burnishes the �oor
Product to Use Peerless Sprayglo Spray Bu�ng Compound.
Chemical is not hazardous see MSDS.
to a gloss.

PRODUCT TO USE:   Peerless Sprayglo Spray Bu�ng Compound.
    Chemical is not hazardous see MSDS.

 Always ensure that all safety requirements are in place before commencing work 
 and where required all personal safety equipment is available and worn by cleaning technicians.


